


This underwater housing has been 
designed specially for Bolex H 16 
·cameras with built-in electric 
motors and fitted with Switar 10 mm 
fll6 or Macro-Switar 26 mm flU 
lenses. Provision has therefore 
been made to hold the batteries 
needed for powering these came
ras. 

The Bolex underwater housing 
enables you to shoot films under
water with the utmost safety and 
ease. 
The very strong case is capable of 
withstanding water pressures 
down to a depth of 320 ft. Perfect 
hermetic sealing is ensured by 
O-rings offering the maximum 
reliability. 
All metal parts both inside and 
outside are fully protected against 
corrosion. 
Focusing and framing are carried 
out through the camera's own 
reflex viewfinder. The advantages 
of this compared with an outside 
viewfinder located, for example, 
on the side of the underwater hou-

sing, are obvious: first of all the 
problem of parallax is solved, and 
second the precision of focusing 
and framing makes even macro 
shots possible. 

Shape, weight, general structure 
position of the controls and han 
have been designed to ensure 
optimum stability for underwater 
filming and at the same time allow 
complete freedom of movement. 
Preparing the camera for under
water use is simplicity itself: all 
you have to do is fit two toothed 
setting collars on the lens and fix 
a viewfinder adaptor on the eye
piece; the camera is very easily 
and quickly put into the housing. 

Holes for fixing the underwater 
lamp (or other accessories) 
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reliable, 
unctional 

Stabilizer fins 

Locking cams (patented) : they 
ensure rapid and reliable fastening 
of the housing 

Release lever operating an 
qlectric switch located inside 

case 

Handles; the diver 
can easily operate 
all controls while 
keeping his hands on 
the handles 

Milled focusing knob acting on the 
lens ring via precision bevel gears 

Eyepiece with viewfinder adaptor, 
for framing and focusing through 
the reflex viewfinder on the camera 

~ 

Very strong acrylic glass porthole 

Light alloy case in two parts 

Milled diaphragm setting knob acting 
on the lens ring via precision bevel 
gears 



Skai carrying case. 

Kit of accessories containing: 
1 cam tightening lever, 1 key for 
tightening the fixing screws on the 
handles and stabilizer fins, 1 view
finder adaptor, 1 tin of silicone 
grease, 1 set of setting collars for 
the Switar 10 mm fl1.6 lens, 1 set of 
setting collars for the Macro-Switar 
26 mm fl1.1 lens. 

The case and kit are supplied with 
the underwater housing. 

Quality and reliability 
Bolex products are all manufactured 
with the utmost care and subjected 
to searching tests. They therefore 
satisfy the highest standards of 
precision and superior quality for 
which the name of Bolex is world 
renowned. In choosing Bolex, you 
can be sure of owning a camera on 
which you can rely completely, 
under all circumstances. Thanks 
to its international organization, 
Bolex offers you impeccable ser
vice allover the world; you can 
entrust your camera with complete 
confidence to any Bolex distribu
tor, most of whom have their own -
highly skilled technicians special I 
trained in Switzerland. 

E30L..E::>C 
Hallmark of high quality 

Bolex International S.A. 
Yverdon / Switzerland 

Bolex International SA reserves the right to modify. 
without prior notice. the appearance and specifications 
of the model described in this brochure. 
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